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The Inspire Bible is now available in large print! Enjoy all of the cherished features from the Inspire

Bible plus enlarged text for a comfortable reading experience and larger illustrations for coloring! A

much-anticipated extension to the Inspire Bible line, this beautiful resource is for people wanting to

connect to Scripture through art but who have a hard time reading the smaller text in other

wide-margin Bibles, or who prefer a larger canvas for coloring and adding original art. The

large-print Inspire Bible offers even more space for notes and illustrations in the extra-wide margins,

along with a large, readable 10.8-point text font. The large-print version is the same as the original

Inspire Bible, but it augments the beauty of the features with even bigger line-art illustrations to color

and ample blank space for creating. Now available in a beautiful, tranquil blue Hardcover

LeatherLike edition featuring the much-loved full-color vintage floral page edge printing, a matching

ribbon marker, and an elastic band closure.
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This bible is awesome! This is the large print edition and the bible itself is a pretty good size. It

measures about 8 x10 inches. It is about 2 inches thick and has a good bit of weight to it. The cover

is a teal blue and it has a beautiful floral design on the outside pages. I do think the cover is pretty

basic compared to some of the beautiful drawings inside, but it's still nice. This is the NLT

translation which is my favorite version to read.Inside there are places to write notes as well as

designs you can color. There are tons of things to color and they are all beautifully done. The

pictures are big and easy to color for the most part. There are some tight spots like where the pages

meet. This bible is beautiful even if you did not color it at all. The font is a good size and easy to



read. I love how there is plenty of room to color and to write and the font is still easy to read. They

did not try to jam too much on the page. I was trying to decide what to use to color with and I

decided on Prismacolor Premier Colored Pencils, Soft Core, 48 Pack. I tried gel pens on one of the

blank pages in the back. It did not bleed through but it was pretty noticeable on the other side of the

page. With the colored pencils it is much less noticeable on the backside of the page and I also

don't have to worry about it drying or smears. The pages are thin but not super thin like a regular

bible. I am pretty sure a marker would bleed right through.All in all I am in love with this bible. It is

absolutely beautiful and it take me a long time to color all the pages.
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